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AVN, FN, PT, SC

• AVN = all versus nothing (nonlocality)

• FN = full nonlocality (aka maximal nonlocality)

• PT = pseudo telepathy

• SC = strong contextuality



The Nobel Prize in Physics 2022



Bell scenario

• A Bell scenario is characterized by:

– a number of parties,

– the number of observables each party has, 

– their numbers of outcomes, 

– any observable of one party can be jointly measured with 
any observable of a different party.



The simplest Bell scenario: (2,2,2)

• (2,2,2) = 2 parties, 2 observables per party, 2 outcomes per 
observable

• x, y in {0,1}; a, b in {0, 1}



Quantum behaviors (aka correlations)

 In QM (algebraic quantum field theory), the set of behaviors 
(correlations, probability models, empirical models) for (2,2,2) is



Geometry of the sets of correlations for (2,2,2)



Bell inequalities

Tight Bell inequality (CHSH)



Maximal quantum violation of CHSH



Maximal violation allowed by no-signaling



QM never reaches nonlocal vertices of the NS polytope

• No nonlocal vertex of the nonsignaling polytope of any Bell 
scenario can be achieved with a quantum behavior.



Possible quantum behaviors

* not realizable



For some Bell scenarios (but no CHSH)

Q is tangent to NS



Question

 What is the simplest bipartite Bell scenario for which Q is 
nonlocal and tangent to NS?

 This is a fundamental question in physics. 



1989: All versus nothing (GHZ)

 x in {     ,     }.
 y in {     ,     }.
 z in {     ,     }.
 a, b, c in {1,-1}.

 Quantum realization (GHZ state)



All versus nothing (GHZ)

 Alice’s, Bob’s, Charlie’s outcomes satisfy

 It is impossible to assign 1 or -1 satisfying all conditions. 

 Proof: Multiply all the conditions, 1 = -1.



All versus nothing (GHZ)

 If we multiply the three first quantum predictions

 we obtain

 But the fourth quantum prediction is



1992: Local fraction. Full nonlocality

 Given a nonsignaling behavior, let us consider all possible 
decompositions 

 in local behaviors                         and nonlocal nonsignaling 
behaviors                            , with                         . The local 
fraction of                        is

 Fully nonlocal behaviors are those in which               . 



Local fraction



Bell inequality associated to GHZ

 GHZ is the simplest example of tripartite full nonlocality.



2001: Bipartite AVN

 x in {                           }
 y in {                           }
 a, b in {(1,1), (1,-1), (-1,1), (-1,-1)}. 



Bipartite AVN

 Quantum realization



Bipartite AVN

 Outcomes satisfy:

 It is impossible to assign 1 or -1 satisfying all conditions.

 Proof: Multiply all the conditions, 1 = -1.



Bell inequality associated to the bipartite AVN

 The bipartite AVN is the simplest example known of bipartite full 
nonlocality.



Bipartite AVN (and PT). Experiments



2003: Pseudo telepathy



Pseudo telepathy magic square = Bipartite AVN



2011: Strong contextuality

 Strong contextuality is the impossibility of any deterministic 
assignment that is consistent with the support of a distribution. 
“Consistent” means that whenever an event is not in the support 
we assign the value 0 to it; when it is in the support, we may 
assign 0 or 1.

 A probabilistic model is strongly contextual if and only if it is 
maximally contextual (i.e., fully nonlocal in the case of Bell 
scenarios).



AVN, FN, PT, SC

Q is tangent to NS



Minimal requirements for bipartite PT…

 The minimal entanglement that is necessary and sufficient for 
bipartite pseudo-telepathy is qutrit-qutrit entanglement.

 The minimal input cardinality that is necessary for bipartite 
pseudo-telepathy is 3×3.

 The minimal output cardinality that is necessary for bipartite 
pseudo-telepathy is 3×2.



Bipartite PT with minimal requirements?

 An “open question of interest is whether we can find a 
bipartite pseudo-telepathy game which only uses the 
minimal requirements” (i.e., 3 × 3 inputs and 3 × 2 
outputs).



There is no bipartite PT with minimal requirements

Emmanuel Zambrini Cruzeiro, Junior R. Gonzales-Ureta, AC



Proof



Conjecture

 x in {                           }
 y in {                           }
 a, b in {(1,1), (1,-1), (-1,1), (-1,-1)}.

 is the simplest bipartite AVN, FN, PT, and SC in nature.


